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A Structural Analysis of Commodity Price Fluctuations

and Fiscal Performance

By Daniel Hernaiz∗, Sebastian Miller†and Peter Pedroni‡

August 14, 2018

Abstract

A number of policy discussions in macroeconomics have to do with the impact of commodity price
fluctuations on fiscal policy in commodity exporting countries. Commodity price movements, how-
ever, have different sources depending on the nature of economic shocks. This paper employs a het-
erogeneous panel SVAR approach that addresses this issue in three stages. Specifically, our empirical
approach is motivated by an economic model in which small open economies export commodities to
the rest of the world and real responses depend on the source of the shocks as well as the nature of
the exchange rate regime. We implement our empirical approach by identifying two sets of structural
shocks that affect international commodity prices, four at the global level and four at the commodity
market level. We study the effect of these shocks on real fiscal expenditure and other country-specific
macroeconomic domestic variables. We then exploit the heterogeneity of our dynamic estimates at
the country and commodity level to study the interactions between real expenditure and the ex-
change rate regime in the face of commodity price shocks. On this basis we find that: (i) countries
with more flexible exchange rate regimes tend to accumulate fiscal space in response to commodity
price shocks more often than countries with less flexible regimes; (ii) real expenditure fluctuations are
smaller in countries that decrease spending in response to a commodity price shock than in countries
that increase it; (iii) in the group of countries that increase spending in response to a commodity
price shock, fluctuations tend to be much smaller when the exchange rate regime is most flexible.

JEL Classifications: E62; F41.
Keywords: Commodity prices; fiscal policy; exchange rate regime; heterogeneous panel SVAR.

A substantial number of developing countries rely heavily on exports of commodities as a source of fiscal
revenues (see Table 1). The fact that commodity prices are subject to potentially large changes at yearly and
higher frequencies generates a challenge for these countries. High uncertainty regarding future price movements
challenge commodity-revenue forecasting which, in turn, imposes caveats on the expenditure planning process.

To overcome these challenges some countries have generated fiscal rules that account for cyclical deviations
in international commodity prices while others have established sovereign wealth funds to accumulate excess
income from commodity exports creating a buffer for rainy days.

Commodity prices also affect the nominal exchange rate, under a floating regime, or the pace of reserve
accumulation, in a fixed exchange rate regime. When the exchange rate moves freely, a commodity price increase
(decrease) should lead to a exchange rate appreciation (depreciation). This points to an important implication of
exchange rate flexibility for fiscal programming in commodity exporting countries. Commodity export proceeds,
obtained from transactions denominated in foreign currency, increase (decrease) when international commodity
prices move up (down). This, in turn, increases (decreases) foreign-currency-denominated fiscal revenue collected
either through the direct sell of the commodity by public enterprises or through levying taxes on private exporters.
However, governments are generally more concerned with the value of this revenue after it is converted to domestic
currency, which increases (decreases) with a nominal depreciation (appreciation).

This paper provides evidence on the relationship between commodity prices, fiscal balances and nominal
exchange rates. We do so by using a heterogeneous panel SVAR approach that allows for identification of
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structural shocks that affect international commodity prices at both the global level and at the commodity
market level. With this structure, we study the effect of these shocks on fiscal revenue and the nominal exchange
rate in a number of countries. Finally, we exploit the cross-sectional heterogeneity of the responses at the country
and commodity level to study how countries with different degrees of exchange rate flexibility build fiscal space
up or down after the occurrence of structural shocks.

Of course, we are not the first to look at commodity exports as a challenge to developing countries. Prebisch
(1950) and Singer (1950) famously argued that commodity exports generated inherently more volatile conditions
since commodity prices relative to manufacturing should fall over time. Thus, commodity exporting countries
would remain underdeveloped. However, many commodities come from extraction activities and the traditional
literature has argued that exhaustible resources prices should secularly increase over time (Hoteling, 1931).
Empirical studies are not yet conclusive in this regard. Slade (1982) found evidence of some increasing over
time, but the famous Simon-Erlich wager found that prices did not increase from 1980 to 1990; however, the
result would have been different should the wager had focused on many of the other decades of the 20th and 21st
century up to 2010. Recent work by Ghosray (2011) show that there are few commodities exhibiting negative
trends, thus weakening the Prebisch-Singer hypothesis.

In any case one unchallenged fact is that commodity prices tend to be more volatile than prices of manu-
facturing goods and services. Therefore, countries that rely heavily on revenues derived from commodities are
exposed to sudden shifts in income over time. There is also evidence that developing countries are prone to
undertake procyclical fiscal policies and that weak institutions might be a factor behind this (Gavin and Perotti,
1997; Alesina et al, 2008; Ilzetzki, 2011, IMF, 2015). There are arguments to believe that these weak institutional
frameworks interacts with commodity-revenue dependence exacerbating the procyclical bias in fiscal policy. To
tackle this issue many countries have recently begun to use fiscal rules to save income in good times to be able
to spend in bad times (Cespedes and Velasco, 2014). Alternatively, it has been suggested that countries could
curtail volatility through the use of commodity-price hedging instruments.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few papers have addressed the question of how fiscal balances are
affected by commodity price movements. Kumah and Matovu (2007) uses a structural VAR approach to address
a similar question for a sample of for countries: two oil exporting (Russia and Kazakhstan and two non-oil
commodity exporting countries, Tajikistan and the Kyrgyz Republic. They find that the fiscal outcome depends
on the “tax regime” adopted by the country.1 Cespedes and Velasco (2014) in a paper covering forty-eight
countries find that the most recent commodity boom resulted in a less procyclical fiscal policy than previous
cycles, and credit this to the implementation of fiscal rules.

Three messages emerge from the analysis of the distribution of responses. First, countries with more flexible
exchange rate regimes tend to accumulate fiscal space in response to commodity price shocks more often than
countries with less flexible regimes. Second, real expenditure fluctuations are smaller in countries that decrease
spending in response to a commodity price shock than in countries that increase it. Third, for countries that
increase spending in response to a commodity price shock, fluctuations tend to be much smaller when the
exchange rate regime is most flexible.

We begin our analysis by documenting some stylized facts on the relationship between fiscal balances, ex-
change rates and commodity prices in a sample of countries. We then present a theoretical model that disciplines
our empirical approach. Later, we use a panel SVAR approach to estimate the effects structural shocks on com-
modity price shocks and on country-specific macroeconomic variables. We close offering some conclusions and
directions for further research.

I. Commodity Prices and Fiscal Performance: Some Facts

A. Co-movement with the fiscal balance

We start our examination of the relationship between commodity prices and fiscal performance by quantifying
changes in the primary balance as percent of GDP at different levels of variation in commodity prices. For
this purpose, we construct a panel of annual observations for 145 emerging markets and developing economies,
covering the period 1980-2014. We stack up all {primary balance-to-GDP ratio, main commodity price} pairs
and compute the average annual change in the primary balance-to-GDP ratio at different ranges of percent
change in commodity prices. In each case, the commodity price series corresponds to the price of the country’s
most important commodity export as of 2015 (see Appendix 1 for details). The results are presented in Figure

1They analyze two alternative regimes: (i) a passive (or conservative) tax regime that basically has tax decisions made prior to
and independent of expenditure decisions; and (ii) an active tax regime that subordinates tax decisions to expenditure decisions.
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Table 1: Commodity-related Revenue in Selected Economies

1. On average, primary balance changes in emerging markets are positive (negative) when commodity prices
increase (decrease). Moreover, for negative changes in the fiscal balance, the size of the reduction increases
monotonically with the size of the fall in commodity prices.

Then, when commodity prices fall, the average change in the fiscal balance is invariably negative. Also, fiscal
deteriorations are more frequent when commodity prices decrease than when they increase. Figure 2 provides an
idea of the joint distribution of primary balance increments and reductions by showing the shares of positive and
negative movements in the primary balance-to-GDP ratio at different levels of commodity price changes. When
the change in commodity prices is positive (negative), primary balance improvements (deteriorations) tend to
be more frequent than primary balance deteriorations (improvements).

Summing up, there is evidence of a correlation between changes in commodity prices and the fiscal position
of developing countries. Price increases tend to be associated with improving fiscal balances, while the opposite
is true for price reductions.

B. Exchange rate movements

We are also interested in the pattern of exchange rate movements across commodity price changes. In theory,
as commodity prices increase (decrease), and since these are usually traded in foreign currency, there would be
an increase (decrease) in the inflow of foreign currency. In a floating exchange rate regime, this would lead to
an appreciation (depreciation) of the local currency. Given that fiscal expenditures tend to be to a large degree
denominated in local currency, income reductions caused by a commodity price decrease can be partially offset
by the depreciation of the local currency.

Figure 3 shows the size of nominal exchange rate variations across movements in commodity prices. As
expected, the exchange rate tends to depreciate more when commodity prices fall than when they increase.
Note however that this includes many countries with fixed exchange rate regimes, so that the actual movements
are damped by the fact that many nominal rates do not change. Moreover, since many commodity prices have
a positive correlation, there may be instances where movements in the prices of other (imported) commodities
might offset the influx of additional foreign currency. For example, imagine that a small country’s main export
is soybeans but it imports petroleum. If an increase in the price of soybeans is accompanied by an increase
in the price of oil, then the extra influx of foreign currency from exports is offset by the increased outflow to
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Figure 1: Average Change in the Fiscal Balance-to-GDP Ratio Across Commodity Price Changes

Figure 2: Fraction of Increases and Decreases in the Fiscal Balance

purchase petroleum, thus dampening the appreciation. Therefore, while we see a positive correlation between
currency appreciation and commodity price increases, there is plenty of noise derived from other effects.

Figure 4 presents the distributions of exchange rate decreases and increases. The frequency of depreciations
peaks when commodity price changes are between 0% and -10%, while the frequency of appreciations peaks
between 10% and 20% and shows a large mass when commodity price changes are positive. While appreciations
(depreciations) are more likely when commodity prices increase (decrease), there is plenty of action on both
sides of the two distributions.

Figure 5 shows the fraction of exchange rate increments and reductions with respect to total movements.
Appreciations are, in general, less frequent than depreciations, but more common when commodity prices increase
than when they decrease.

Summing up, the evidence indicates that commodity price increases (decreases) are positively correlated with
improvements (deteriorations) in the primary balance and with appreciations (depreciations) in the exchange
rate. However, as we have emphasized throughout this section the correlation is less than perfect. Given the
movement of other commodity prices and the flexibility of the exchange rate this was not unexpected. We now
turn into looking at the importance of exchange rate regimes.
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Figure 3: Average Change in the Nominal Exchange Rate (LC/USD) Across Commodity Price Changes

Figure 4: Distributions of Exchange Rate Appreciations and Depreciations Across Commodity Price Changes

C. The interaction between fiscal results and exchange rate regimes

One way of combining the information presented in the preceding subsections consists in quantifying the average
annual change in the primary balance at different ranges of commodity prices changes for countries with different
exchange rate regimes. To do this we use the exchange rate arrangements dataset assembled by Ilzetzki et. al.
(2017) classifying each {primary balance-to-GDP ratio, main commodity price} pair in a given year in one of
two groups, more flexible exchange rate regime and less flexible exchange rate regime, depending on their de
facto exchange rate classification during that period (see Appendix 1 for details).

The results are presented in Figure 6. As documented before, the fiscal balance tends to decrease when
commodity prices fall and to increase when commodity prices are on the rise. The size of the movements,
however, tends to be larger in instances when the exchange rate is less flexible. The exchange rate, then, seem
at first glance to play an important role in smoothing fiscal balance fluctuations when commodity prices change.

We now explore the effect of global and commodity-specific structural shocks on fiscal revenue, fiscal expen-
diture and the exchange rate in a sample of commodity exporting countries. In Section II, we start by developing
a theoretical model which provides insights for our empirical approach implemented in Section III.
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Figure 5: Fraction of Exchange Rate Appreciations and Depreciations

Figure 6: Average Change in the Fiscal Balance-to-GDP Ratio Across Commodity Price Changes for Countries
with Different Exchange Rate Regimes

II. A Commodity-Exporting Small Open Economy
2

A. The global block

The following prices are determined in the global economy: Pmt , the price at which the domestic economy
imports an importable good and P ∗t , the global (world-wide) consumption price.

Define pmt =
Pm

t

P∗
t

. This relative price is affected by an international demand shifter, ϕwt , and by the world-wide

technology level, Γwt .
Movements in ϕwt and Γwt have different implications for international real activity. A world aggregate demand

shock (a change in ϕwt ) has no impact on global output; A world aggregate supply shock (a change in Γwt ) has
permanent impact on global output.3

2For a simple description of these type of models see Vegh (2013)
3One way to illustrate this is to imagine that pmt is determined in a large domestic economy, sizable enough to affect global
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B. The industry block

The following price is determined in an international commodity market (industry) which is not large enough
to affect global output or prices: P ct , price at which the domestic economy exports commodity c.

Define pct =
P c

t

P∗
t

. This relative price is affected by an price shifter relevant for the specific commodity market,

ϕct .

pct reacts to pmt through a simple pass-through relation: pct(ϕ
c
t , ϕ

w
t , Γ

w
t ) = f(ϕct) + ηpmt (ϕwt , Γ

w
t )

C. The domestic block

1. Production

The domestic economy is endowed with a non-tradable good, yn, and an exportable commodity, yc.
The commodity is subject to an iceberg cost of the following form: the economy receives endowment yc, but

at the time of exporting the good it looses fraction 1− α(Γwt ), where0 < α(· ) < 1 and α′(· ) > 0. The fraction
of successfully extracted commodity units increases with the world-wide level of technology.4

2. Consumption

There is an infinitely-lived representative consumer with utility

U =

∞∫
0

[γlog(cmt ) + (1− γ)log(cnt ) + δlog(zt)] e
−βtdt (1)

where cmt is consumption of the importable good, cnt is consumption of the non-tradable, and zt are real
money balances.

Total asses expresses in domestic currency are given by At = Mt + EtBt, where Mt are nominal money
balances, and Bt is the amount of international traded assets expressed in foreign currency.

The nominal exchange rate is defined as Et = Pt

P∗
t

, where Pt is the (aggregate) domestic price level.

The consumer pays taxes on commodity exports, with rate θ, and on importable consumption, with rate τ .
The consumer’s flow constraint in nominal terms is given by
Ȧt = Eti

∗
tBt + ĖtBt + Pnt y

n + Etα(Γwt )yc + PtΩt − Pnt cnt − EtPmt cmt (1 + τ)− Etα(Γwt )ycθ
where Ωt is a government transfer. Re-expressing the constraint in real terms:
ȧt = rat + qty

n + pctα(Γwt )yc(1− θ) + Ωt − qtcnt − pmt cmt (1 + τ)− itzt
where at = At

Pt
and bt = Bt

P∗
t

, r is the international real interest rate, and it is the domestic nominal interest
rate.

Integrating the flow constraint forward and applying the relevant transversality condition:

a0+

∞∫
0

[pctα(Γwt )yc(1− θ) + Ωt] e
−rtdt =

∞∫
0

[qtc
n
t + pmt c

m
t (1 + τ) + itzt] e

−rtdt (2)

where a0 is the initial level of real assets, and qt =
Pn

t

P∗
t

is the relative price of non-tradables (the real exchange

rate).

prices and production. Alternatively, one could think about the global economy as a closed market where a representative consumer
maximizes utility Uw

Uw =
∞∫
0

[ϕwt log(c
m
t ) + log(c∗t )] e−βtdt

Where cmt is consumption of good m , - with price Pmt -, ϕwt is a taste shifter, c∗t is a consumption bundle that aggregates all other
goods - with price P ∗t -, and β is the discount factor.

Deflating prices by P ∗t , the flow constraint is given by
ẋt = rxt + pmt y

m
t (Γwt ) + y∗ − pmt cmt − c∗t

Where xt are assets that receive real return r, and ymt and y∗are real endowments; ymt increases with global technology Γwt .
Solving the utility maximization process and defining a perfect foresight equilibrium for constant levels of ϕwand Γw:

pm = ϕw y∗

ym(Γw)

Then, the relative price of good m increases with ϕw while it decreases with Γw. Global output, on the other hand, is only
affected by changes in Γw.

4The extractin cost cound be country-specific or commodity-specific.
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3. Government

The government purchases international assets, Ht, collects taxes, issues money, and transfers funds to the
consumer.

The government flow constraint in nominal terms (domestic currency) is given by
Ḣt = Eti

∗
tHt + ĖtHt + Ṁt + θEtα(Γwt )yc + EtP

m
t c

m
t τ − PtΩt

4. The economy’s resource constraint

Re-expressing the government resource constraint in real terms, combining it with the consumer’s flow constraint
and integrationg forward:

k0+

∞∫
0

[qty
n + pctα(Γwt )yc] e−rtdt =

∞∫
0

[qtc
n
t + pmt c

m
t ] e−rtdt (3)

where kt = at + ht, ht = Ht

Pt
, and k0is initial wealth (which from now on we assume equal to zero)

5. Other equilibirum conditions

Interest parity holds, it = i∗t + εt

where i∗t is the international nominal interest rate and εt = Ėt

Et
is the nominal depreciation rate.

The Fisher equarion in the rest of the world is given by i∗t = r + π∗t where εt =
Ṗ∗

t

P∗
t

is the international

inflation rate.
The non-tradable market clears: cnt = yn

6. Utility maximization

The consumer chooses {cmt , cnt , zt} in order to maximize (1) subject to (2).
The first order conditions (FOCs) are:

γ

cmt
= λpmt (1 + τ) (4)

1− γ
cnt

= λqt (5)

δ

zt
= λit (6)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the inter-temporal budget constraint (this multiplier is
constant over time)

Combining the FOCs:

qt =

(
1− γ
γ

)
cmt
cnt
pmt (1 + τ) (7)

zt =

(
δ

1− γ

)
cnt
it
qt (8)

7. Perfect foresight equilibirum

We now characterize a perfect foresight equilibrium for constant paths of international prices, technology, interest
rates, and inflation: pct = pc, pmt = pm,Γwt = Γw, i∗t = i∗, π∗t = π for every t.

For simplicity we assume β = r and k0 = 0.
We already know cnt = cn = yn

From (4) cmt = cm

From (7) qt = q
Applying cn = yn, cmt = cm and qt = q to (3)
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cm =
pcα(Γw)yc

pm
(9)

cm in (7)

q =
(1− γ)(1− τ)

γ

pc

yn
α(Γw)yc (10)

The solution for z is the same under flexible or predetermined exchange rates

z =
δ

γ

pc

i
(1 + τ)α(Γw)yc (11)

We now study the effects that shocks in the three blocks of the model have on commodity prices and the
domestic economy.

D. Shocks

1. First shock: global aggregate demand

Suppose right before time 0 there is an unexpected increase in ϕw

In the global block pm increases by dpm

dϕw

In the commodity block dpc

dϕw = η dp
m

dϕw

In the domestic economy there is no change in cn.
The response (sign and magnitude) of cm depends on country-specific characteristics (the size of the com-

modity endowment, the size of the extraction cost) and on commodity-specific factors (the sign and size of the
pass-through coefficient from pm to pc)

dcm

dϕw
=
α(Γw)yc

pm

(
η − pc

pm

)
dpm

dϕw
(12)

Real fiscal revenue is given by:
RR = θpcα(Γw)yc + τpmcm

The response (sign and magnitude) of RRt depends on country-specific characteristics (the size of the com-
modity endowment, the size of the extraction cost) and on commodity-specific factors (the sign and size of the
pass-through coefficient from pm to pc) and on country-specific government policies (θ,τ)

dRR

dϕw
= (θ + τ)ηα(Γw)yc

dpm

dϕw
(13)

2. Second shock: global aggregate supply

Suppose right before time 0 there is an unexpected increase in Γw

In the global block pm increases by dpm

dΓw

In the commodity block dpc

dΓw = η dp
m

dΓw

In the domestic economy there is no change in cn

The successfully extracted fraction of the commodity increases by α′(Γw)
The response (sign and magnitude) of cm depends on country-specific characteristics (the size of the com-

modity endowment, the size of the extraction cost) and on commodity-specific factors (the sign and size of the
pass-through coefficient from pm to pc)

dcm

dΓw
=

yc

pm

[
α′(Γw)pc +

(
η − pc

pm

)
α(Γw)

dpm

dΓw

]
(14)

The response (sign and magnitude) of RRt depends on country-specific characteristics (the size of the com-
modity endowment, the size of the extraction cost) and on commodity-specific factors (the sign and size of the
pass-through coefficient from pm to pc) and on country-specific government policies (θ,τ)

dRR

dΓw
= (θ + τ)yc

[
pcα′(Γw) + ηα(Γw)

dpm

dΓw

]
(15)
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3. Third shock: real commodity price

Suppose right before time 0 there is an unexpected increase in ϕc.
There is no change in the global block.
In the commodity block the real price increases by dpc

dϕc .
In the domestic economy there is noo change in cn

The response (magnitude) of cm depends on country-specific characteristics (the size of the commodity
endowment, the size of the extraction cost)

dcm

dϕc
=
α(Γw)yc

pm
dpc

dϕc
(16)

The response (magnitude) of RRt depends on country-specific characteristics (the size of the commodity
endowment, the size of the extraction cost) and on country-specific government policies (θ,τ)

dRR

dϕc
= (θ + τ)α(Γw)yc

dpc

dϕc
(17)

4. Fourth shock: country-specific

Suppose the size of the commodity endowment is subject the level of domestic technology, yc(Γd).
Suppose right before time 0 there is an unexpected increase in Γd.
There is no change in the global block.
There is no change in the commodity block.
In the domestic economy there is no change in cn

yc increases by dyc

dΓd

The response (magnitude) of cm depends on country-specific characteristics (the size of the extraction cost)
and commodity-specific variables like pc

dcm

dΓd
=
α(Γw)pc

pm
dyc

dΓd
(18)

The response (magnitude) of RRt depends on country-specific characteristics (the size of the extraction cost),
commodity-specific variables like pc, and on country-specific government policies (θ,τ)

dRR

dyc
= (θ + τ)α(Γw)pc (19)

E. The role of the exchange rate regime

1. Introducing price stickiness

So far money has been a veil in the model. In order to introduce a role for the exchange rate regime, we
introduce sticky prices by allowing for production of non-tradables, instead of a constant endowment as in
previous sub-sections.

We impose a Calvo-type rigidity on the price of the non-tradable good. It can be shown that under that

setup the evolution of the rate of change of the price of non-tradables (πt =
˙Pn

t

Pn
t

) is given byπ̇ = ψ(yn − ynt );

ψ > 0, where yn is the st st level of non-tradable production.

2. The real commodity price shock under predetermined exchange rates

It can be shown that under predetermined exchange rates, the following relationship holds: q̇t
qt

= πt − ε
Suppose right before time 0 there is an unexpected increase in ϕc

There is no change in the global block
In the commodity block the real price increase by dpc

dϕc

In the domestic economy cm jumps up on impact.
The impact on πt and qt is computed in the following dynamic system:{

π̇ = ψ(yn − ynt )
q̇t
qt

= πt − ε
(20)

10



πt jumps on impact and gradually converges to its st st (πss = ε)
The st st for qt is higher than before the shock. qt gradually increases until it reaches the new steady state.
cnt increases on impact and gradually decreases towards its unchanged st st (cnss = yn) - it is gradually pushed

down by the increase in qt)

3. The real commodity price shock under flexible exchange rates

It can also be shown that under predetermined exchange rates, the following relationship holds: ṅt

nt
= µ − πt,

where nt = Mt

Pn
t

and µis the constant growth rate of nominal money balances.

Suppose right before time 0 there is an unexpected increase in ϕc.
There is no change in the global block.
In the commodity block the real price increase by dpc

dϕc

In the domestic economy cm jumps up on impact.
The impact on πt and nt is computed in the following dynamic system:{

π̇ = ψ(yn − ynt )
ṅt

nt
= µ− πt

(21)

There is no change in πt and nt.
The st st for qt is higher than before the shock. qt gradually increases until it reaches the new steady state.
There is no change in cnt .
Then, all the adjustment comes through a jump in the real exchange rate.
Then, with predetermined exchange rates, the real commodity price shock is absorbed gradually by the real

exchange rate because the nominal exchange rate is predetermined -it cannot move on impact- and therefore
the adjustment in non-tradables must come through quantities. With flexible exchange rates, the shock is
immediately absorbed by a change in the nominal exchange rate; since prices are sticky this implies an immediate
adjustment of the real exchange rate and therefore no need for changes in quantities.

The model provides the basis for the design of an empirical framework that identifies commodity price shocks
at the global, commodity and domestic level. We develop the model in Section III.

III. Identifying structural shocks affecting commodity prices

There is a body of literature that focuses on identifying commodity price shocks in an SVAR framework. Schmitt-
Grohe and Uribe (2018) estimate individual VARs for a panel of countries for which terms of trade shocks are
identified through short run restrictions; this work however, is not directly concerned with specific commodity
prices. Fernandez et. al. (2017) estimate a SVAR in which the joint evolution of agricultural, fuel and metal
commodity prices is independent of macroeconomic conditions in individual countries. They interpret the
common trend driving commodity prices as world shocks and their focus is to ascertain what fraction of business-
cycle fluctuations in individual countries is mediated by movements in commodity prices.

Our contribution here is to take advantage of the theoretical framework presented in the previous section
to discipline an empirical approach that exploits the time series and cross-sectional dimensions of our data to
identify structural shocks that affect commodity prices at the global and market-specific levels. The theoretical
model shows that different global and industry-specific shocks have different effects on commodity prices and on
domestic variables. We therefore start by designing a system that identifies four global shocks: global commodity,
global aggregate demand, global aggregate supply, global nominal. In this regard, our work is closer in spirit to
Kilian (2009) who disentangles demand and supply shocks in the crude oil market.

The theoretical model also shows that domestic shocks are different from global and commodity-market
shocks in the sense that they have different effects on domestic real variables. Therefore, in our empirical model
we also estimate an industry-specific commodity price shocks, not large enough to affect global variables, and
control for idiosyncratic shocks at the country level. Finally, in a second stage of our empirical analysis, we
explore the importance the interactions between fiscal responses and the exchange rate regime.

A. The data

Our data are quarterly, covering the 1980:Q1-2016:Q2 period. The global block consists of two variables, aggre-
gate real GDP for all OECD countries, our proxy for world-wide output, and the aggregate unemployment rate
for all OECD countries, our proxy for world-wide unemployment.
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The commodity block consists of nineteen real commodity prices5. The original nominal series come from
the IMF commodity price database and were deflated with the US CPI.

The country-specific block consists of time series of government revenue, government expenditure, and the
nominal exchange rate for thirty-five countries.6 The fiscal variables are defined in real terms, deflated using the
country’s GDP deflator. We then associate each country with the price of its most important commodity export
as of 2015 for the purposes of the heterogeneous panel VAR estimation which is described in the next section.

B. The heterogeneous panel structural VAR approach

We use an adaptation of the heterogeneous panel SVAR methodology developed in Pedroni (2013) and applied in
various works, including among others Mishra et. al. (2014), Verdugo-Yepes et al. (2015), Hao et al. (2017) and
Bhattacharya et al. (2018). The heterogeneous panel SVAR approach fundamentally exploits the orthogonalities
associated with identified VARs to efficiently decompose shocks into various levels of aggregation of the panel,
so that the approach can accommodate heterogeneity in the dynamic responses of the individual members of the
panel and cross sectional dependence among the members of the panel arising from common disturbances, and
can do so with good precision in relatively short panels. Another hallmark of the approach is that the sample
distribution of the estimated responses can be conditioned on observed characteristics of the panel members to
investigate which characteristics are associated with larger or smaller magnitudes of the responses or larger or
smaller contributions of the various shocks to the responses.

In our adaptation of the approach we use country and global level data to decompose the shocks into
levels of aggregration corresponding to distinct commodity markets in which the countries participate versus
global shocks that potentially affect all countries and commodities. In a further adaptation consistent with this
strategy, we employ an unusual structure in the identification scheme, whereby we enter the same commodity
price variable in both the global and domestic blocks of our panel VAR. This innovation allows us to further
decompose shocks originating in the commodities markets, independent of other global economic shocks, into
both a global and commodities specific component. This richness of the decomposition of shocks that drive
commodity prices enables a much more nuanced look into how national economies respond to commodity price
movements differently depending on the nature of the shock.

To see the details of how our particular adaptation works consider the structural vector moving average
(VMA) representation of the stationary form of the data, in this case in differenced form,

∆Zi,c,t = Ai,c(L)εi,c,t, where Ai,c(L) =

Qi,c∑
j=0

Ai,c,jL
j , (22)

where Zi,c,t refers to the time demeaned vector of panel variables, observed over i = 1, .., N countries, c = 1, .., C
commodity markets and t = 1, .., Ti quarters, and where the i subscript on Ti reflects the fact that the panel
is unbalanced, and the coefficients associated with Ai,c(L) reflect the country specific responses for country i
that is associated with commodity c. In particular, for each country we choose a dominant commodity market
associated with the country’s export sector so that there are several countries i associated with each commodity
type c. However, the number of countries in our sample that are associated with the various commodities is
variable, and often relatively few and in any event not sufficient to estimate a panel VAR with three tiers of
aggregation, as for example in Bhattacharya et al. (2018), which combines a multitude of micro firm level
data with macro country level data to decompose into global, national and firm level shocks. Instead, here our
strategy is to decompose the shocks into only two tiers of aggregation, namely a global level and a commodity
level. However, in contrast to most heterogeneous panel SVAR applications, we cannot assume that the one
level of aggregation is too small to affect the other, as global shocks likely impact commodity markets, and
commodity market shocks likely impact global economic markets.

Instead, our methodological innovation relative to most applications is to use a mix of both country level and
global level variables, with the assumption that countries are too small to affect global economic markets unless
it is via the commodity market to which they are associated. This allows us to decompose the shocks that move
commodity prices into global economic shocks versus commodity specific shocks that are driven by country level
economic activity. Furthermore, with a methodological innovation that seems at first counterintuitive, by using

5Aluminum, Bananas, Beef, Coal, Coffee, Copper, Gold, Iron ore, Natural gas, Crude oil, Rubber, Wood, Sheep meat, Soymeal,
Sugar, Soybeans, Pork meat, Tea, Tomato.

6Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Estonia,
Finland, Georgia, Guatemala, Iceland, Indonesia, Kenya, Latvia, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Paraguay, Peru,
Russia, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, United Kingdom.
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commodity prices in the panel specification counter-factually as if they were both global and country specific,
we are able to further disentangle commodity specific shocks that are global in nature versus those that are
idiosyncratic to the countries that export in the particular commodity markets. Finally, the responses to each of
these shocks is allowed to be heterogeneous among countries regardless of the commodity type associated with
the country, so that we can then study the country characteristics associated with the relative magnitudes and
nature of these responses.

To see the specifics of how our identification works in this context, it is useful to consider how the identification
and subsequent orthogonalization strategy differs here as compared to the approach detailed in Pedroni (2013)
and various empirical applications to date in order to account for the index structure of our panel. Specifically,
imagine if we were only interested to estimate country specific responses to structural shocks that are decomposed
into a global tier and a country specific tier, without regard to the commodity markets index. In that case, the
strategy outline in Pedroni (2013) is to estimate what are referred to as the composite structural shocks on the
basis of individual country level structural VARs, and then compute the cross sectional averages of the variables
across countries and use these to estimate what are referred to as the common structural shocks on the basis of
a structural VAR done with the time series vector of cross sectional averages. Pedroni (2013) then shows that
the country specific loading vectors that decompose the composite shocks into orthogonalized common versus
idiosyncratic shocks can be consistently estimated from the country specific correlations between the composite
shocks for that country and the corresponding common shocks, and that furthermore these are well estimated
with relatively short panels. These in turn allow one to compute the heterogeneous country specific responses
to both the common and idiosyncratic shocks. While Pedroni (2013) outlines how to accomplish this on the
basis of cross sectional averages when no global variables are available, it is also relatively straightforward to
selectively substitute actual observed global variables in place of cross sectional averages when they are available,
as demonstrated for example in Hao et al. (2017) and numerous other applications.

Similarly, we also use observed global variables in place of cross sectional averages. However, our primary
challenge relative to the approach described in the previous paragraph comes from the different index structure
of our panel, and the fact that we are interested to decompose into a global tier and commodities tier, with
the responses to these shocks being country specific. In other words, the primary index at the disaggregated
level for which we have a sufficient number of units for the panel, i, and for which we can assume the unit is
too small to affect the global level, is different from the level of disaggregation for which we want to decompose
shocks, namely the commodities level c. Therefore, to see how this works, consider two different vectors of
variables. First consider the vector of panel variables, Zi,c,t = (pi,c,t, yi,c,t, gi,c,t, ei,c,t)

′, which are subscripted
by the country index i, the commodity index associated with the country, c and the quarterly index t. In
particular pc,i,t is the real commodity price of commodity c exported by country i, yi,c,t is country i’s real GDP,
gi,c,t is country i’s real fiscal spending, and ei,c,t is country i’s nominal exchange rate defined as units of local
currency per dollar. Next, consider the vector of global time series variables, Z̄c,t = (pc,t, y

w
c,t, u

w
c,t, p

w
c,t)
′, which

are subscripted by the commodity index, c and the quarterly index t. In particular pc,t is the commodity price
index associated with commodity c, ywc,t is world-wide output,uwc,t is the world-wide unemployment rate, pwc,t is
the world-wide GDP-deflator.

A few important points are worth noting here. The first is that we use a c subscript in the Z̄c,t vector to
reflect the fact that we have multiple commodity price indices, pc,t for c = 1, .., C, each one of which can be
considered global in the sense that it interacts with and affects the other global variables. Of course the other
global variables, ywc,t, u

w
c,t, p

w
c,t do not differ by commodity, and are the same variables regardless of commodity

type. However, we place them in the vector with a c subscript to emphasize the fact that they will be used
to orthogonalize the global shocks with respect to each commodity separately, so that we can think of ”pure”
global shocks that induce commodity prices to move, but do not originate in the particular commodity market.
Naturally, these orthogonalized shocks are different for each commodity market. Furthermore, note that due
to the fact that commodity markets are global, the variable pc,t which is used in the global vector Z̄c,t is also
identical to the variable pi,c,t for the particular country i that is associated with commodity c in the panel vector
Zi,c,t. Thus, the time series for a particular commodity c is also being used in two roles, once in the global
vector to orthogonalize with respect to the other global shocks, and once in the panel vector to orthogonalize
with respect to the other commodity shocks that are driven by individual countries.

In particular, we can think of the two tiers of structural shocks as follows. For the global shocks we have
ε̄c,t = (ε̄Comc,t , ε̄ASc,t , ε̄

AD
c,t , ε̄

Nom
c,t )′ where ε̄Comc,t is the global commodity shock for commodity c, ε̄ASc,t is the global

aggregate supply shock that has been orthogonalized with respect to the commodity shock for commodity c,
ε̄ADc,t is the global aggregate supply shock that has been orthogonalized with respect to the commodity shock
for commodity c and ε̄nomc,t is the global aggregate supply shock that has been orthogonalized with respect to
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the commodity shock for commodity c. The significance of orthogonalizing these with respect to the global
commodity shock is that these represent global economic shocks that were not driven by the specific commodity,
c. The zero restrictions to complete identification of these global shocks are then taken to be recursive for the
steady state response of the variables, so that for ∆Z̄c,t = Āc(L)ε̄c,t we have Ā(1)c,(k,`) = 0 ∀k < ` ∀c. In
other words, the global nominal shock is neutral in the long run on all of the real variables, the global aggregate
demand shock is neutral on global income in the long run, and only the global commodity shock permanently
moves the global commodity index. All short run dynamics leading up to the steady state are left unrestricted.

Similarly for the composite shocks, we have εi,c,t = (εComi,c,t , ε
AS
i,c,t, ε

AD
i,c,t, ε

Nom
i,c,t )′ where εComi,c,t is the composite

commodity shock, orthogonalized with respect to the other composite shocks, and similarly εASi,c,t is the composite
aggregate supply that is orthogonalized to with respect to the composite commodity shock, and so forth for the
other composite shocks εADi,c,t and εNomi,c,t . The zero restrictions to complete identification for these composite shocks
are also taken to be recursive for the steady state response of the variables, so that for ∆Zi,c,t = Ai(L)εi,c,t we
have A(1)i,(k,`) = 0 ∀k < ` ∀i, c with analogous economic interpretations as with the global zero restrictions
described in the previous paragraph in that for example εADc,t is a commodity market shock specific to commodity
c that behaves like an aggregate demand shock in that it is neutral on individual country GDPs that export the
particular commodity, and so forth for each of the shocks.

Next, with the composite shocks and the global shocks in hand, the country specific loadings associated with
each commodity type, Λic, which serve to decompose the composite shocks into the global tier versus commodity
tier shocks can be estimated through the correlation of the global shocks ε̄c,t with the composite shocks εi,c,t for
each country for each structural shock type to obtain the decomposition

εi,c,t = Λi,cε̄c,t + ε̃i,c,t (23)

where ε̄c,t are the global structural shocks and ε̃i,c,t are the commodity specific structural shocks associated with
country i. With these, the country specific impulse responses and variance decompositions to each of the global
and commodity specific structural shocks can be computed. The distribution of these country specific responses
can then be studied in association with country characteristics to analyze which characteristics are associated
with larger or smaller magnitude responses, to which we turn next.7

IV. Results

A. The distribution of country-specific macroeconomic responses

Figures 7 presents the the median and 25th and 75th percentiles of country-specific responses to global structural
shocks. As expected, looking at median responses, the nominal exchange rate appreciates after a commodity
price shock, but with a large degree of heterogeneity in terms of magnitudes. The response of GDP and fiscal
spending, however, differ not only in terms of magnitude, but also of sign.

Figures 8 presents the the median and 25th and 75th percentiles of country-specific responses to industry-
specific structural shocks. Once again, the median nominal exchange rate response shows an appreciation after
a commodity price shock. As in the global case, there is a large degree of heterogeneity across countries in all
responses.

We now exploit the heterogeneity in country specific responses to study the interactions between expenditure
and the exchange rate regime.

B. Expenditure and the exchange rate regime

We start by dividing countries in two groups: those that increase real government spending in response to a
commodity price shock that increases the international price of the country’s main commodity export, and those
that decrease it. Figure 9 presents, for both groups of countries, the cumulative responses of the real commodity
price and real spending to the global and industry commodity shocks.

We start by dividing countries in two groups: those that increase real government spending in response to a
commodity price shock that increases the international price of the country’s main commodity export, and those
that decrease it. Figure 9 presents, for both groups of countries, the cumulative responses of the real commodity
price and real spending to the global and industry commodity shocks. We map each one of these countries to
their 2016 exchange rate category in Ilzetzki et. al. (2017). These exchange rate categories are summarized

7Specific details for each step of the estimation algorithm will be described in subsequent drafts.
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Figure 7: Country-Specific Variables: Impulse Responses to Global Shocks
(Solid line: median across countries. Dotted lines: 25th and 75th percentiles across countries)

in Table 2. Figure 10 presents the fraction of real government spending increases and decreases in response to
commodity price shocks.

Table 2: Exchange Rate Regimes

Figure 11 shows the independent distributions of real spending decreases and increases across exchange rate
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Figure 8: Country-Specific Variables: Impulse Responses to Industry-specific Shocks
(Solid line: median across countries. Dotted lines: 25th and 75th percentiles across countries)

Figure 9: Commodity price and Government Spending: Response to Commodity Price Shocks
(Cumulative responses after 20 quarters)

regimes.
These two exercises show, first, that the share of increases in fiscal spending with respect to all expenditure

movements is higher for countries with low degrees of exchange rate flexibility. Second, reductions in fiscal
expenditure after a positive commodity price shock are more frequent in countries with more flexible exchange
rate regimes.
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Figure 10: Fraction of Positive and Negative real Spending Responses to a Commodity Price Shock Across
Exchange Rate Regimes

(Cumulative responses after 20 quarters)

Figure 11: Distribution of Positive and Negative real Spending Responses to a Commodity Price Shock Across
Exchange Rate Regimes

(Cumulative responses after 20 quarters)

Finally, we turn our attention to the size of fiscal responses. Finally, Figure 12 depicts averages across
countries for real spending responses to commodity price shocks at distinct categories of exchange rate flexibility.
Fluctuations in countries that accumulate fiscal space after a commodity price shock are much smaller than
fluctuations in countries that increase spending in response to the shock. Also, for this last group of countries,
fluctuations are much lower for countries associated with the most flexible exchange rate regime.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we use a simple theoretical framework to show how commodity price shocks propagate to fiscal
outcomes in commodity dependent countries and how the exchange rates regime plays a role in determining the
outcomes. Our findings suggest that there is a large degree of heterogeneity in country-specific responses to
global and industry-specific shocks that affect international commodity prices.Exploiting this heterogeneity we
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Figure 12: Response of real Spending to a Commodity Price Shock: Cross-country Average Across Exchange
Rate Regimes

(Cumulative responses after 20 quarters)

study the interaction between real fiscal spending responses after a commodity price shock and the exchange
rate regime. Countries with more flexible exchange rate regimes tend to accumulate fiscal space in response to
commodity price shocks more often than countries with less flexible regimes and real expenditure fluctuations
are smaller in countries that decrease spending in response to a commodity price shock than in countries that
increase it. Finally, for countries that increase spending in response to a commodity price shock, fluctuations
tend to be much smaller when the exchange rate regime is most flexible.

From a policy perspective these results are important for commodity dependent countries. As such pol-
icymakers should note the effects of these shocks and build buffers into the expenditure process. Structural
fiscal rules, sovereign wealth funds, mid-year budget reviews and other mechanisms might be useful in order to
avoid hard choices once shocks arrive. We plan to study the role of these institutional arrangements in future
extensions of this work.
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Appendix 1

Table 3: Most important commodity export by country in recent years
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